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Anyonic Quantum Theories
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Anyon is expected to play an important role in understanding a mechanism of the high

Tc superconductivity. We investigate Quantum theories of anyonsin the framework of the

canonical Quantization. The analysis presented here is very general. We consider the UO)

gauge theories with the Chern-Simons term as the kinetic term of the gauge field. The

matter sector is generic. We only assume that the interaction is minimal. Using the

symplectic geometric method of Quantization. the theory is Quantized canonically. After

that. the Gauss law constraint, which guarantees the gauge invariance of the theory, is

solved explicitly. The vector potential is expressed by using the charge density operator

of the matter and a multi-valued function. Then we introduce a new basis of the matter

field operator which absorbs the vector potential by a singular gauge transformation.

The new field operator satisfies a graded equal time commutation relation. The

commutation relation means that the new field operator obeys exotic statistics. Thus the

theories can be "anyonized". This analysis gives us a canonical description of anyonic

quantum theories.

More details and furter development have been apeared in the following references.
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